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Abstract

The warped heliospheric current sheet in early 1976 is calculated

from the observed photospheric magnetic field using a potential field

method. Comparisons with measurements of the interplanetary magnetic

field polarity in early 1976 obtained at several locations in the

heliosphere at Helios I, Helios II, Pioneer XI and Earth show a rather

detailed agreement between the computed current sheet and the observa-

tions. Ir_ appears thist L..,! large-scale structure of the warped

heliospheric current sheet is determined by the structure of the

photospheric magnetic field, and that "ballerina skLrt" effects may

add small-scale ripples.
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The existence of a warped current sheet in the non-polar regions of the

heliosphere is now generally accepted (1-4). An artist's impression of an

average shape of the current sheet at a time near sunspot minimum (2) is

shown in Figure 1. As the current sheet rotates with the sun the sector struc-

ture of the interplanetary magnetic field (5) is produced. At the phase of

the sunspot cycle discussed in this paper, the large-scale interplanetary

ma-netic field is directed away from the sun northward of the current sheet,

and is directed toward the sun southward of the sheet. It should be noted

that the term "interplanetary sector structure" coined by Wilcox and Ness (5)

describes the structure in the plane of the ecliptic and does not refer to

to three-dimensional structures such as the sectors of an orange.

There are two pcints of view regarding the origin of the warped heliospheric

current sheet. Svalgaard and Wilcox (6) review the computations of the magnetic

field at a "source surface" using as a boundary condition the photospheric magnetic

field observed using the Zeeman effect. Outside of the source surface the warped

current sheet is assumed tc be carried radially outward by the solar wind. In this

model the structure of the current sheet (i.e. the location in solar longitude and

the extent in solar latitude of the maxima and minima) is a direct consequence

of the observed photospheric magnetic field.

Alfven (4; see also 7) has proposed an alternative viewpoint in which the solar

origin of the current sheet is a plane similar to the plane (i.e. her waist) in which
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the skirt of the ballerina originates. In this model the current sheet waves

up and down like the skirt of a spinning ballerina.

It is the purpose of this note to show that the observations of the inter-

planetary magnetic field (IMF) during the first months of 1976 (i.e. near sun-

spot minimum) at Earth, by Pioneer XI near a heliospheric latitude of 16 0N (8),

and by Helios I and II between 0.28 and 1 A.U. within a latitudinal excursion

+/- 7.230 from the solar equatorial plane (9) are in good agreement with a warped

current sheet computed from the observed photospheric magnetic field by the

methods reviewed ill (6). It thus appears that the large-scale structure of the

heliospheric current sheet is controlled by the photospheric magnetic field,

although small-scale ripples may be added by dynamic solar wind processes (the

ballerina effect).

The curved line in Figure 2 represents the average warped current sheet

that separates regions with magnetic field away from the sun (above the line)

and toward the sun (below the line), as computed on a source surface at 2.6

solar radii during the interval 20 January through 26 May 1976. The solar wind

is assumed to carry the magnetic structure on the source surface radially out-

ward into the heliosphere. In fact, the curved line in Figure 2 is rather

similar to the bottom panel of Figure 4 in Svalgaard and Wilcox (6) which was

computed as the average of eighteen 27-day solar rotations starting S May 1976

and ending 7 August )977, i.e. just after the interval discussed in the present

note. This similarity is evidence of the long-term stability of the large-

scale photospheric and heliospheric magnetic fields.

Such long-term stability would not be expected from the dynamic effects

of the ballerina skirt model. This stability would also not be expected if the

predominant warps in the current sheet were caused by coronal holes (9) since

the lifetime of a coronal hole is typically only several rotations. Since coronal

holes appear in the central portion of sectors (6) it would be expected that

s
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the longitudes of coronal holes would correspond to the longitudes of maximum

warp of the heliospheric current sheet.
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	 The dashed horizontal line in Figure 2 represents the heliographic latitude

of 16°N near which Pioneer XI observed the interplanetary magnetic field to be

predominantly away from the sun during the interval discussed in this note (8).

The plus (away) and minus (toward) signs in Figure 2 represent the interplanetary

ragnetic field polarity as observed by Helios I and II (9) projected onto the

solar corona. The computed current sheet in Figure 2 is similar to the inferred

current sheet shown in Figure 4b of reference 9.

Figure 2 shows that the Helios spacecraft observations of the polarity of

the interplanetary magnetic field are in good agreement with the computed location

of the current sheet. Of particular interest is the detailed agreement in that

when the Helios spacecraft were at southern heliographic latitudes they observed

• two-sector pattern whereas when they were at northern latitudes they observed

• four-sector pattern, just as is computed in Figure 2.

The curved line in Figure 2 representing the warped heliospheric current

sheet is repeated in Figure

IMF polarity at Earth (10).

in mapping this back to the

two-sector pattern when the

of the four-sector structure

3, where the plus and minus signs show the inferred

A 4^ day travel time from sun to Earth (11) is used

corona. The IMF structure at Earth also shows a

Earth is near 7°S heliographic latitude, but hints

e are seen as Earth moves northward.

We note that if a 5^ day travel time had been used, the data in Figure 3

would be moved to the right by about 130 longitude, which would significantly

improve the agreement. The same situation exists with regard to the spacecraft

data in Figuia 2. This suggests that the simple mapping techniques used in

preparing Figures 2 and 3 may be only an approximation.
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While the large-scale structure of the current sheet persists for many

solar rotations, on any particular rotation changes in the current sheet may

occur due to the effects of solar activity and coronal holes (12). Nevertheless,

the overall agreement in Figures 2 and 3 between the observed IMF polarities and

the structure of the heliospheric current sheet as computed from the observed

photospheric magnetic field is impressive.

Two predictions may be made from the considerations discussed in this

note. First. If Pioneer XI had been at 16 0S heliospheric latitude in the first

part of 1976 rather than at 16 0N it would have observed a well-defined two-

sector structure. Second. Although Pioneer XI did observe an interplanetary

field polarity that was predominantly away from the sun, we would predict that

for intervals of a few days corresponding to Carrington sol-.r longitudes near

350 and	 1600 Pioneer XI may have observed toward polarities. We note in

Figure 2 of Smith et al. (8) that during the interval of interest Pioneer XI

observed that the ratio of the number of away polarity observations to the total

number of observations was about 0.8. the computed current sheet in Figure 2

would correspond to a ratio of about 0.7.

We suggest that the observations of the interplanetary magnetic field

polarity by Pioneer XI and by Helios I and II support the viewpoint that the

large-scale structure of the warped heliospheric current sheet can be computed

from the observed photospheric magnetic field, with the ballerina effect perhaps

adding small-scale ripples. Since coronal holes are effects of conditions

pertaining to the large-scale photospheric magnetic configuration (6) 	 the

influence of coronal holes on the warped current sheet is to a considerable

extent already included in the present calculations.

The observations by Pioneer XI at 16 0 North heliospheric latitude 0)

have been widely misinterpreted to mean that the heliospheric current sheet is

almost parallel to the solar equatorial plane (see for example 13). Figure 2 shows

that even near the minimum of the eleven year sunspot cycle the current sheet probably
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reached appreciable south heliospheric latitudes, and the considerations dis-

cussed by Svalgaard and Wilcox (2) indicate that near the maximum of the sun-

s	 spot cycle the current sheet reaches heliographic lctituden of 50
0
 or more (3).
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Figure Cap•ions

Figure 1	 An artist's impression of this warped heliospheric current

sheet. Presently the region above the current sheet has

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) directed away from the

sun and the region below has field directed toward the sun.

(Artist: Werner Heil)

Figure 2 The curved line represents the calculated average heliospheric

current sheet foi the S rotations including January 20 through

May 23, 1976. The dashed line at 160N latitude represents the

approximate heliographic latitude of the Pioneer XI spacecraft

which was about 4 A.U. from the sun. The plus (away from the

sun) and minus (toward) signs indicate the IMF polarity

measured at Helios I and II projected back onto the sol&_

corona. The observed IMF polarities agree well with the

computed current sheet.

Figure 3	 The same as Figure 2, except that the pluses and minuses

represent the inferred IMF polarity at Earth mapped back to

the solar corona. The observed pclarity changes occur near

crossings of the computed current sheet
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